Loose end  by Brenner, Sydney
l ooTseihad hoped that at least some of the
more controversial pieces I have
CA ds written in the past year would arouse
..... __ -1 __ _ 2 ... -11 ........
enougn inalgnalon o allow me to
write an anniversary column replying
to some of the more outraged and
pompous correspondents. Sadly, I
have had only one letter that fits the
bill, containing words such as "I was
considerably offended by Sydney
Brenner's article". I hasten to add that
I have received other letters as well,
but unfortunately these have been
only complimentary and informative.
My offended correspondent was upset
..... a ............. :_ ..__... J
Dy my remarks on peer review ano
complained about my theory that
peer review committees must regress
to mediocrity. He felt that this did not apply to NIH
study sections, which he thought was suggested by my
piece, although I was careful not to mention any names.
I was extremely pleased to read a few weeks ago that
peer review is about to be reformed in NIH; one of the
significant changes will be to add individuals who are
knowledgeable to the committees. Although I cannot
claim to be responsible for these changes (much as I
would like to), it does seem that regression to mediocrity
is now being taken seriously. One of my more cynical
friends has pointed out that the only way to be
completely fair in making decisions on grant applications
is to have a committee that is totally ignorant and
uninterested, thus ensuring that any prejudice or bias
that could arise from knowledge of the subject is
completely excluded. We should, however, accept that
research is an elitist activity, requiring superior abilities of
thinking and doing, even though there are now large
areas of biology in which research can be carried out
almost by prescription if one knows where to buy the
kits and has enough money to pay for them.
Having succeeded so rapidly with peer review, I intend to
make 1995 the year to reform scientific publication. It
could do with reform because everybody seems to have a
grievance. Authors are infuriated by the cavalier way
editors and referees treat their great works; editors
complain about the huge number of boring and repetitive
papers they receive; and referees whine about the rubbish
they have to waste their valuable time on reading. When
one realizes that quite often these are the same people,
then it is obvious that we have a serious problem.
Everybody in biology knows that there is a growing
divide between what is considered as important news
and what is a worthy, but not greatly novel or significant,
addition to the archive. Some journals believe it is their
right and duty to bring only breakthrough news to their
audiences, leaving the great body of research to go the
'more technical journals'. Because of this avowed policy,
the journals have high visibility, reinforced by the desire
of everybody to appear in their pages. While many agree
with the policy, not all - and especially those who are
not chosen - would agree with the criteria of selection.
It carries the danger that all select clubs engender,
namely that those blackballed from the club will go off
and form their own club from which, of course, they can
exclude others. This can easily be repeated, and so
journals will continue to multiply as long as there is a
group who feel excluded. Getting one's work published
and getting it into the right journals has become almost
as difficult as doing the research itself.
The main problem we face is what to do with the
endlessly growing archive of scientific results embodied
in shelf after shelf of massive bound volumes of journals.
To read an article becomes a test of physical strength and
I hope that libraries carry enough insurance to cover
injuries to elderly scientists working in the stacks.
The answer, everybody says, is electronic publishing. A
few days ago I answered a questionnaire from a scientific
society pondering the future of its scientific journals.
Respondents were given a choice of five statements about
electronic publishing, ranging from the wildly radical -
electronic publishing is here, burn all the journals - to
the deeply reactionary - electronic publishing will never
succeed, throw all computers away. What was remarkable
is that I found myself in partial agreement with every
single one of the propositions offered. Yes, electronic
publishing is the right answer; yes, widespread use of it is
still in the future; yes, some form of printed journal will
still be required. The printed page is still very important
to me, and not only because I can read it in places where
it is difficult and inconvenient to handle a computer. I
love to browse in libraries and to see the new journals
when they come in, and I fear that making the archive
electronic will mean that a large amount of science will
be directly consigned to electronic oblivion without
passing through anybody's brain at all.
The biological sciences have to be concerned with detail
because living organisms are products of evolved
genomes and cannot be encapsulated as solutions of
differential equations. It will be important to find all
transcription factors and all of the sequences they bind to
and we must avoid treating the first instance as
breakthrough news and the subsequent cases as repetitive.
And putting everything onto disc does not guarantee that
it will enter anybody's conciousness. I once pointed out
that if you want to keep something secret in molecular
biology, publish it, preferably in a technical journal.
What ever happens, we will need an intermediate group
of people to draw our attention to what is going into the
archive and where it can be found. In fact we have them
now - writing reviews. Their role will become more
important and rather like that of the critics and reviewers
in the literary journals. So when you are asked "Have
you read this article in the journal?" you will then be
able to reply "No, but I've read the review".
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